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Motivation
Face recognition [1] is a well researched form of biometric recognition [2] that
distinguishes people by their faces [3-6]. With increasing computational power and
sensor capabilities on mobile devices, face recognition becomes more interesting
on those as well. Most such mobile face authentication approaches are explicit, i.e.
users have to explicitly look into the cam to be authenticated. As this demands user
time and attention, usability and user experience is negatively affected by explicit
face authentication. 
We are interested in unobtrusive, continuous, frontal mobile face authentication -
that  continuously  monitors  and  identifies  mobile  users'  faces  while  they  are
interacting with their  devices.  Monitoring  could  e.g.  be  done while  the  device
screen is turned on. The approach should be implemented on Android and tested
using a small, self recorded, continuous mobile face authentication test database.
We are  further  interested  if  liveness  detection (e.g.  eye blinking)  and shoulder
surfing detection (e.g. multiple faces detected that look at device screen) can be embedded. 

Goals
• A  suitable  continuous  face  recognition  approach  should  be  selected,  prototypically  implemented  and

demonstrated to work on existing face data (e.g. publicly available face database).
• A  continuous mobile face sample database should be recorded, using an Android App (the face unlock module

of the Android authentication framework can be used as basis here [7]). The DB should contain video records
of users interacting with their phones. It should be used to evaluate and fine tune the already implemented
continuous face recognition approach for continuous mobile face data.

• The final, evaluated continuous face authentication approach should be implemented as Android App (e.g. by
extending the previously implemented continuous face data recording App).

Research questions
• Which face recognition approaches are suitable for continuous mobile face authentication, eventually featuring

liveness detection? How can shoulder surfing be detected and addressed in this approach?
• Using the implemented approach, which recognition performance can realistically be expected in a continuous

mobile face authentication scenario - in contrast to publicly available, non-mobile face data?
• How much data per user is required to be able to distinguish between users? How much data is required to be

able to detect malicious users interacting with the device?
• How can draining the mobile device battery be prevented when using continuous face authentication?
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